Validation of water vapour transport in the tropical tropopause region in coupled Chemistry Climate Models
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Abstract

In this study backward trajectories from the tropical lower stratosphere were calculated for the Northern Hemisphere (NH) winters 1995–1996, 1997–1998 (El Niño) and 1998–1999 (La Niña) and summers 1996, 1997 and 1999 using both ERA-40 reanalysis data of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) and coupled chemistry climate model (CCM) data. The calculated trajectories were analyzed to determine the distribution of points where individual air masses encounter the minimum temperature and thus minimum water vapour mixing ratio during their ascent through the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) into the stratosphere. The geographical distribution of these dehydration points and the local conditions there determine the overall water vapour entry into the stratosphere. Results of two CCMs are presented: the ECHAM4.L39(DLR)/CHEM (hereafter: E39/C) from the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Freie Universität Berlin Climate Middle Atmosphere Model with interactive chemistry (hereafter: FUB-CMAM-CHEM). In the FUB-CMAM-CHEM model the minimum temperatures are overestimated by about 7 K in Northern Hemisphere (NH) winter as well as in NH summer, resulting in too high water vapour entry values compared to ERA-40. However, the geographical distribution of dehydration points is fairly reproduced for NH winter 1995–1996 and 1998–1999 and in all boreal summers. The distribution of dehydration points suggests an influence of the Indian monsoon upon the water vapour transport. The E39/C model displays a temperature bias of about +3 K. Hence, the minimum water vapour mixing ratios are higher relative to ERA-40. The geographical distribution of dehydration points is satisfactory in NH winter 1995–1996 and 1997–1998 with respect to ERA-40. The distribution is not reproduced for the NH winter 1998–1999 (La Niña event) compared to ERA-40. There is excessive mass flux through warm regions e.g. Africa, leading to excessive water vapour flux in the NH winter and summer. The possible influence of the Indian monsoon on the transport is not seen in the boreal summer. Further, the residence times of air parcels in the TTL were derived from the trajectory calculations. The analysis of the residence times
reveals that in both CCMs residence times in the TTL are underestimated compared to ERA-40 and the seasonal variation is hardly present.

1 Introduction

Water vapour is the most important greenhouse gas (GHG) in the atmosphere. In contrast to tropospheric warming, water vapour leads to a radiative cooling in the stratosphere (Forster and Shine, 1999). An increase in stratospheric water vapour also changes the stratospheric ozone distribution by changing radical driven ozone loss cycles in the lower stratosphere and increasing polar ozone loss by enhancing the effectiveness of the heterogeneous reactions that destroy ozone there (Oltmans and Hofmann, 1995).

Water vapour in the stratosphere results from two processes. About one third or less (depending on altitude and latitude) comes from the oxidation of methane. But the majority of stratospheric water vapour comes from the direct flux of water vapour from the troposphere into the stratosphere through the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) (c.f. Sect. 1.1). The humid tropospheric air is freeze dried when moving through the cold tropical tropopause (e.g. Brewer, 1949), a process that is very sensitive to temperature and the interaction between horizontal and vertical transport of air in the TTL. Hence, small changes in the thermal structure or the dynamical properties of this region of the atmosphere can have a large impact on stratospheric water vapour fields and therefore significantly couple to the ozone layer and global climate. In Chemistry Climate Models (CCM) a correct representation of the processes that determine the flux of water vapour through the TTL is essential for projections of the impact of these coupling mechanisms in a changing climate.

In this study a Lagrangian trajectory module is used to diagnose the representation of water vapour transport through the TTL in two CCMs and to compare it to similar calculations that are designed to give the closest representation of these processes in the real atmosphere that can be achieved.
1.1 Processes in the TTL

Today it is generally accepted that based on the study by Brewer (1949) air enters the stratosphere primarily in the tropics within the TTL (Fueglistaler et al., 2005). The TTL describes the transition from the humid, turbulent troposphere to the dry, stable stratosphere. There are multiple definitions of the TTL. Following Highwood and Hoskins (1998), the TTL extends from the main convective outflow (~14 km) to the cold point of the tropopause (CPT) at an altitude of about 17 km. Air is basically tropospheric below this level and stratospheric above this level (Gettelman and Forster, 2002a). Thus this region is vital in studying water vapour transport into the stratosphere. In the lower part of the TTL convection dominates the vertical transport and in the upper part radiative processes determine the vertical transport (Gettelman et al., 2004). This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 (top panel). Past investigations show that overshooting convection into the interior of the TTL is not a common occurrence (Gettelman and Holton, 2001b) suggesting that most air masses ascend through the coldest region in slow radiatively driven diabatic motion. Using backward trajectory calculations extending back from a stratospheric level (Fig. 1, top panel) to examine the transport processes in the TTL has the advantage that one can focus on the transport through the cold point into the stratosphere without being affected by tropospheric processes (e.g. convection). The individual cold point for each trajectory coincides with the temperature minimum along the trajectory and is termed the dehydration point. Microphysical processes and sedimentation of ice particles reduce the water vapour in the air mass to a minimum in this point and behind this point the water vapour content in the air mass has no memory to the air mass history before, with the exception of a speculative contribution of particulate water entry into the stratosphere (e.g., Sherwood and Dessler, 2000; Notholt et al., 2005) which would depend on aerosol density – this process is not considered here. Hence, only the conditions in the dehydration point determine the direct entry of water vapour into the stratosphere (Fig. 1).
1.2 Past investigations of trajectory calculations

First, (Gettelman et al., 2002b) used 10 day backward trajectories to explore the relationship between the observed variation of temperature and water vapour in the TTL. Bonazzola and Haynes (2004) have also calculated trajectories based on ECMWF operational data to determine patterns of transport and encountered temperatures, showing that both effects must be taken into account for understanding variability and changes of stratospheric water vapour. In addition, they examined interannual variability and found that air masses are dehydrated more efficiently in cold La Niña relative to warmer El Niño years. Also using ECMWF backward trajectories Fueglistaler et al. (2004) then demonstrated that estimates of water vapour mixing ratios of air entering the stratosphere were in good agreement with satellite observations. The analysis by Fueglistaler et al. (2004) highlighted the importance of particular geographical areas for tropical troposphere to stratosphere transport (TST), finding that the western Pacific is the dominant contributor to stratospheric air. In a subsequent study, Fueglistaler et al. (2005) presented backward trajectory calculations in the tropics based on ECMWF ERA-40 data between 1979 and 2001 determining that stratospheric water vapour mixing ratios are in good agreement with various balloon and satellite measurements. The study by Hatsushika and Yamazaki (2003) used trajectory calculations based on atmospheric general circulation model data (AGCM) to investigate the entry process of air parcels from the tropical troposphere to the stratosphere and to examine the dehydration process during their ascent through the TTL. Krüger et al. (2007) calculated trajectories based on diabatic heating/cooling rates to present long term climatology of transport processes in the upper part of the TTL.

1.3 Vertical transport

In CCMs species transport is implemented by using an advection scheme that is driven by the three dimensional wind field. Uncertainties in the modeled water vapour entry into the stratosphere come from uncertainties in the temperature fields, uncertainties
in the wind fields and numerical properties of the advection scheme, like numerical diffusion. The tropopause is a region of extremely steep vertical gradients in water vapour mixing ratios and vertical diffusion from the numerical properties of the advection scheme can obscure problems with the more physically based dynamical properties like temperature or wind fields. To isolate the dynamical properties of the model from the effect of numerical diffusion the Lagrangian trajectory module driven by the wind and temperature fields of the CCMs is used to advect water vapour through the TTL. Since the advection schemes in the CCMs are driven by the three dimensional wind fields including the vertical winds, the trajectory calculations that are used to diagnose transport in the CCMs are also driven by the vertical winds.

To evaluate the representation of the water vapour transport in CCMs, the calculations mentioned above are compared with similar calculations that are designed to reflect the processes in the real atmosphere as close as possible. These calculations are driven by meteorological reanalysis data from ECMWF (ERA-40) (Uppala et al., 2005). ERA-40 reanalysis data are currently the best available long-term dataset for the intention of this study even though past investigations show that ERA-40 reanalysis data display uncertainties in the temperature and wind field compared to observations (e.g., Christensen et al., 2007). But these are strongest in the stratosphere of the polar regions (Parrondo et al., 2007) and relatively small in the tropical tropopause region (e.g., Christensen et al., 2007).

Vertical winds from analysis data often suffer from excessive noise and errors in their mean magnitude, which results in vertical diffusion many orders of magnitude larger than observed and overall unrealistic vertical transport. Wohltmann and Rex (2007) showed that trajectory calculations using calculated diabatic heating rates to drive vertical transport are much more realistic. These are termed diabatic trajectories in contrast to trajectories that are driven by vertical winds, which are termed kinematic trajectories. These results are in line with the earlier work by Schoeberl et al. (2003) who also concluded that diabatic trajectories are closest to reality. Hence the calculations based on ERA-40 data that are designed to reflect the real atmosphere are driven by diabatic
heating rates.

1.4 Residence time

Besides examining the water vapour transport, the residence time of the air parcels in the upper part of the TTL was determined. The residence time is equivalent to the time that each air parcel resides in the TTL. This is an important parameter/measurement for short lived chemical compounds which can reach the stratosphere and thus can have a major impact on stratospheric chemistry (such as very short lived bromine species (WMO, 2007)). The residence time allows to assess which compounds can reach the stratosphere chemically unaltered and which species will be chemically processed before reaching the stratosphere. Due to the weaker Brewer-Dobson Circulation (BDC) in NH summer than in NH winter (Bonazzola and Haynes, 2004), it is expected that in NH summer the residence times of the parcels are longer than in NH winter.

In the lower TTL tropospheric processes (e.g. convection) dominate, which decline rapidly with height (Gettelman et al., 2004). Convection still contributes significantly to the vertical transport in the lower part of the TTL and therefore the diabatic trajectories give inaccurate results. In the upper part of the TTL the radiative balance of the TTL determines the strength and direction of the vertical motion (Gettelman et al., 2004) and therefore convective transport is less likely to be important for the vertical transport.

This paper is organized as follows; in Sect. 2 the data and method used for the trajectory calculations are described. The results are presented and discussed in Sect. 3. Conclusions and a brief outlook are provided in Sect. 4.

2 Data and method

2.1 ERA-40 reanalysis data and model data

The ERA-40 dataset, available every 6 h, covers the period from 1957 to August 2002. The data were produced from the ECMWF in collaboration with many institutions. We
have extracted the data on a $2^\circ \times 2^\circ$ latitude-longitude grid. In the vertical a hybrid $\sigma - p$ coordinate system with 60 levels is used (for a detailed description see Uppala et al. [2005]).

Model data were provided from two CCMs:

- **E39/C**: The E39/C model is operated at the German Aerospace Center (DLR). The E39/C model has a spectral horizontal resolution of T30, which is a resolution of $3.75^\circ \times 3.75^\circ$ in the corresponding Gaussian grid. The E39/C model has a hybrid $\sigma - p$ coordinate system. In the vertical the model has 39 layers and the top of the model is centered at 10 hPa (~30 km). The vertical resolution in the extra tropical tropopause region is approximately 700 m (Hein et al., 2001). The transient simulations of the E39/C model cover the 40 year period between 1960 and 1999. Based on observations, several boundary conditions are prescribed (e.g. sea surface temperature (SST), greenhouse gas and halogen concentrations). The E39/C model is described in detail by (Dameris et al., 2005).

- **FUB-CMAM-CHEM**: The model is based on the Freie Universität Berlin Climate Middle Atmosphere Model, described in detail by Pawson et al. (1998). It has been updated and coupled to an interactive chemistry module as described in Langematz et al. (2005). The FUB-CMAM-CHEM has been run at T21 horizontal resolution, corresponding to $5.6^\circ \times 5.6^\circ$ in a Gaussian longitude-latitude grid. In the vertical a hybrid $\sigma - p$ coordinate system is used with 34 levels from the surface up to the top at 84 km. The vertical distance between two layers is 2 km in the tropopause region and 3.5 km in the middle atmosphere. The simulations cover the period from 1980 to 1999 and was run with transient boundary conditions for SSTs, GHGs and halogens.

Both CCMs are based on the same dynamical model, the ECHAM general circulation model, developed at Max-Planck-Institut for Meteorology. The models differ in their horizontal and vertical resolutions of the analyzed integrations, the vertical domain,
as well as in details of the physical parameterizations. While FUB-CMAM-CHEM provides a better representation of the physics and dynamics of the upper stratosphere and mesosphere which is important for representing tropical transport by the Brewer-Dobson-Circulation, E39/C provides the better vertical representation at the tropical tropopause and includes updated parameterizations of tropical deep convection compared to the FUB-model.

2.2 Trajectory models

Two types of trajectories were calculated: kinematic and diabatic trajectories. In the "kinematic method" air parcels are transported horizontally on pressure surfaces and the vertical motion across these surfaces is generated by the vertical wind. Since the water vapour transport by advection schemes in the CCMs is driven by vertical winds, kinematic trajectories were calculated with CCM data. The vertical wind is calculated from the continuity equation. Since horizontal winds are many orders of magnitude larger than the vertical wind, small errors in the horizontal wind field can lead to large errors in the vertical wind (Wohltmann and Rex, 2007).

In the second approach, the "diabatic method", the propagation of horizontal wind errors into the vertical is avoided. In stable stratified regions like the TTL and stratosphere one can use the potential temperature as vertical coordinate instead of the pressure. Thus, the horizontal transport takes place on isentropic surfaces and radiative heating rates are applied as vertical velocity. With the reanalysis data ERA-40 both approaches were used but only results from the diabatic calculations are shown because they better represent reality (c.f. Sect. 1.3).

2.3 Simulations

Backward trajectories initialized in the lower stratosphere at $\Theta=400$ K were calculated. The trajectories were started between 30° N and 30° S for all longitudes on a 2° × 2° grid (5611 trajectories per run). This setup is similar to the studies of Bonazzola and
Haynes (2004) and Krüger et al. (2007). Trajectories were calculated for 89 days (with an integration time step of 10 min) and the position (longitude/latitude), pressure ($p$), temperature ($T$) and potential temperature ($\Theta$) were stored every 2 h. The temperature minimum along the trajectory path was calculated, the potential temperature and the location where it occurs were stored.

For the trajectory analysis only trajectories that stayed at least 2 days below $\Theta=365$ K (upper troposphere) and rise from the upper troposphere to the lower stratosphere ($\Theta=400$ K) in the 89 days were considered. These set of trajectories is referred to as the "troposphere-to-stratosphere" (TS) trajectories (using the terminology of Bonazzola and Haynes, 2004). Trajectories that do not reach the troposphere, and do not contribute to the troposphere to stratosphere transport, are not analysed. The number of TS trajectories is lower in NH summer than in NH winter (not shown). Particularly, for the ERA-40 reanalysis data the lowest percentages of TS diabatic trajectories obtained in the NH summer. This corresponds to the weaker BDC in NH summer than in NH winter (Bonazzola and Haynes, 2004).

The humidity of air that enters the stratosphere is given by the minimum water vapour mixing ratio ($\chi_{H_2O,min}$) assumed along the trajectory during its ascent. Here $\chi_{H_2O,min}$ is estimated from saturation vapour pressure over ice at the temperature minimum.

$$\chi_{H_2O,min} = \frac{p_s}{p_{\text{cold\_point}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $p_s$ is the saturation pressure of water vapour and $p_{\text{cold\_point}}$ is the ambient pressure. The saturation pressure was calculated by the equation given in Marti and Mauersberger (1993) which allows the calculation of the water vapour pressure between 170 K and the triple point of water, with an accuracy of about 2% (Marti and Mauersberger, 1993):

$$p_s = 10^{-\frac{2663.5}{T} + 12.537}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

in which $p$ is in hPa and $T$ in K. This approach neglects supersaturation and non-equilibrium processes. These can enhance the water vapour entry into the strato-
sphere slightly but predominantly in the form of a relatively flat scaling factor. Since we are comparing the results from the runs that are driven by CCM data with calculations that are based on the same assumptions, a flat scaling of the water vapour shown in all figures does not have an impact on the conclusions.

In addition, the residence times of air parcels in the TTL were derived from the trajectory calculations. The results for the upper TTL (layer from Θ=385–395 K) are shown. For the computation of the residence time the number of time steps for which a trajectory was located in the corresponding layer was counted. By multiplying by the time step length (10 min), the residence time of a trajectory in the corresponding layer was determined.

Trajectories for the (NH) winters 1995–1996, 1997–1998 and 1998–1999 (started on 28 February) and for the NH summer 1996 (started on 30 August) were calculated. These years were chosen because they allow the comparison of transport processes between winter and summer, and for NH winters the comparison of different phases of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). ENSO changes the temperatures and the circulation of the tropical tropopause region and the convective activity in the tropics (e.g., Gettelman et al., 2001a). NH winter 1997–1998 corresponds to El Niño conditions, while the NH winter 1998–1999 corresponds to La Niña conditions. In NH winter 1995–1996 ENSO was in a neutral phase.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 NH Winter 1995–1996

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show results from the NH winter 1995–1996 (neutral ENSO). The reference calculations (those based on ERA-40 reanalysis data) are shown in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 and 4 contain the results from the calculations based on the CCMs. The geographical distribution of dehydration points is shown in the panels (a) and (b), respectively. The colors in panel (a) depict the cold point temperatures; panel (b) shows
the corresponding equilibrium water vapour mixing ratio. Note that the values from FUB (Fig. 4b) were divided by a factor of two to match up with the common color scale.

In order to make an assessment of the contribution of the different geographical regions to the overall stratospheric water vapour, the investigation area was divided in $10^\circ \times 5^\circ$ (longitude x latitude) grid boxes. The trajectories reaching their individual dehydration points in a grid cell were identified. The total water vapour transported into the stratosphere by these trajectories was divided by the overall water vapour transported into the stratosphere by all TS trajectories. This fraction is shown in panels (c) of the figures. Hence, the numbers shown there represent the fraction of water molecules in the stratosphere that encountered their last contact with the ice phase in the respective geographical region. Since temperatures during the last contact with the ice phase determine water vapour mixing ratios that remain in the gas phase, stratospheric water vapour mixing ratios are particularly sensitive to temperatures in regions where the values shown in panels (c) are large. Panels (d) illustrate the longitudinal distribution of the water vapour entry, i.e. the values from (c) integrated over all latitudes (from $30^\circ$ N to $30^\circ$ S) per $60^\circ$ longitude bin. The arrangement of these panels does not change for the other years/seasons.

In the neutral NH winter 1995–1996, the reference calculations (Fig. 2) indicate that the region with particularly low temperatures occurs over the West Pacific (here defined between $120^\circ$ E and $180^\circ$), seen in Fig. 2a. Figure 2b shows that the dehydration points in the West Pacific have equilibrium water vapour mixing ratios lower than $\sim 2$ ppmv. These values increase to the west and east but do not exceed 5 ppmv. The mean mixing ratio over all TS trajectories in the reference calculation is 2.6 ppmv. In NH winter, water vapour mixing ratios of about 2.5–3.0 ppmv were typically observed in the stratosphere (Bonazzola and Haynes, 2004). Figure 2d shows that the western Pacific contributed 44% to the entire stratospheric water vapour. Slight contributions from South America and Africa are much smaller (below 15%). Our calculations with kinematic trajectories (not shown) give similar results but the concentration of dehydration points over the West Pacific is somewhat less pronounced (32% contribution). The kinematic results
are virtually identical to the results from Fueglistaler et al. (2004).

Figure 3 shows results from E39/C. The temperatures at the dehydration points (and likely in most of the TTL) are overestimated by about 3 K, leading to an average positive bias of water vapour mixing ratios of 1.7 ppmv over all TS trajectories. However, the geographical distribution of the dehydration points (Fig. 3a,b) is fairly well reproduced compared to the reference calculations, though the distribution is more zonally symmetric and the concentration of points over Africa is larger than in the reference. Since temperatures are higher there, the fractional contribution of Africa (here defined between 0° and 60° E) to stratospheric water vapour is overestimated (23% versus 15% in the reference).

Results from FUB-CMAM-CHEM are shown in Fig. 4. The minimum temperatures are overestimated by about 7 K results in a positive bias of average water vapour of more than a factor of three. But the geographical distribution of dehydration points is in good agreement with the reference calculation and the location of the minimum temperatures are better reproduced than in E39/C (Figs. 4a, b). The fractional contributions of the different geographical areas (Fig. 4d) are nearly identical to the reference.

Due to the warm temperature bias of the CCMs in the TTL, the overall water vapour flux into the stratosphere is too high, an effect that is particularly pronounced in FUB-CMAM-CHEM. But the relative importance of the different geographical regions for determining stratospheric water vapour is overall well represented, particularly in FUB-CMAM-CHEM.

3.2 NH winter 1997–1998

The distributions of dehydration points and the distribution of water vapour entry during the “warm” ENSO phase (El Niño) are presented in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. During El Niño the main convective region in the Pacific is shifted eastward and covers the Central and Eastern Pacific.

In the reference calculation (Fig. 5) the geographical distribution of dehydration points is significantly more zonally symmetric during El Niño compared to the neu-
central NH winter 1995–1996. Enhanced densities of points occur in the Central and East Pacific (here defined from 180° to 120° W). The region of lowest temperatures is shifted eastward (following the displacement of the convection during the El Niño event) and is also located over the Central and East Pacific. Accordingly the lowest water vapour mixing ratios occur here (Fig. 5b). The Central and East Pacific contribute 30% of the overall water vapour that gets into the stratosphere during the El Niño winter, while the contribution from the West Pacific drops to 24%. The mean water vapour mixing ratio is 2.5 ppmv, which does not differ significantly from the mean mixing ratio in the neutral NH winter 1995–1996. These results suggest that during the El Niño event the amount of water entering the stratosphere is not increased relative to the NH winter 1995–1996, but the locations of the dehydration points change significantly.

Figure 6 shows results from E39/C. Temperature and water vapour biases are slightly smaller than for the neutral year (e.g. 1.4 ppmv positive water vapour bias). The shift of the geographical distribution of dehydration points to the Central and East Pacific is well reproduced. However the contribution of Africa is too high (22% compared to 13% in the reference), as was also the case in the neutral year.

Results from FUB-CMAM-CHEM are shown in Fig. 7. The temperature bias is even more pronounced as in the neutral year (~9 K positive bias), resulting in more than a factor of four bias in water vapour (11 ppmv versus 2.5 ppmv in the reference). As in the reference the geographical distribution of dehydration points is more zonally symmetric, but the maximum density in the Central and East Pacific is not reproduced. Instead the contribution of this region is fairly small (14% versus 30% in the reference).

Particularly, the higher density of dehydration points over Africa and South America in the CCMs and the higher temperatures and thus higher mixing ratios there lead to overall excessive water vapour entry into the stratosphere compared to the reference. FUB-CMAM-CHEM does not capture the shift towards the Central and East Pacific as well as E39/C.
The NH winter 1998–1999 corresponds to La Niña conditions (cold ENSO phase). During the La Niña event the region of convection is shifted slightly westward compared to neutral conditions. Results from this year are shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10.

In the reference calculations (Fig. 8) the dehydration points are even more concentrated over the West Pacific with less contributions from Africa and South America compared to the neutral winter. Also, the TS trajectories experienced lower temperature minima than in the other years. Some of the TS trajectories reach temperature minima of \( \sim 175 \) K. The coldest region and thus lowest water vapour mixing ratios are found over the West Pacific. Due to the lower temperatures, the mean water vapour mixing ratio is also lower than in the other years (1.5 ppmv versus 2.5–2.6 ppmv). The modelled water vapour mixing ratios are in agreement with water vapour profile observations by Schiller et al. (2006) from the same winter. During this La Niña the contribution of stratospheric water vapour is even more focussed on the West Pacific (60%) (Fig. 8d).

In E39/C (Fig. 9) the overall drop in TTL temperatures between neutral conditions and the La Niña is reproduced, while the geographical distribution of dehydration points during this La Niña is not well captured. The maximum density of dehydration points is shifted eastwards towards the Central Pacific compared to the westward shift in the reference. Overall the distribution is much too zonal and water vapour contributions from Africa and South America are too high (e.g. 27% from Africa and only 20% from the West Pacific, compared to 11% and 60% in the reference).

In FUB-CMAM-CHEM (Fig. 10) the temperature and water vapour biases are similar as in the neutral year. Nevertheless, the distribution of dehydration points and the westward shift of the maximum density are fairly well reproduced. The largest difference between the reference and FUB-CMAM-CHEM is that in the latter more trajectories reach their temperature minimum over the warmer regions of Africa and the Indian Ocean, which contributes to the positive water vapour bias. The dominant contribution
of stratospheric water vapour from the West Pacific is slightly less pronounced (47\% versus 60\% in the reference).

The westward shift of dehydration points and the larger concentration of points in the maximum over the West Pacific are reproduced by one CCM (FUB-CMAM-CHEM), while the other does not represent the changes in this pattern during La Niña.

3.4 NH Summer

The location of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) varies with the seasons. Over land it shifts from the Southern Hemisphere (SH) in NH winter to the NH in NH summer. Over the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean the ITCZ does not vary that much with the seasons. The monsoon is connected with the seasonal shift of the ITCZ. Trajectories were calculated for the NH summers 1996, 1997 and 1998 in order to examine the seasonal variations of water vapour transport and the influence of the monsoon on the transport processes in the TTL. Only the results of the NH summer 1996 are presented here; the results of the other NH summers are very similar.

The reference results for summer are shown in Fig. 11. With respect to the NH winters, the TS trajectories assume temperature minima of about 4 K higher than in NH summer. Due to higher temperature minima the mean water vapour mixing ratio (3.8 ppmv) is higher than in NH winter. This value agrees well with the observed values of about 3.5–4.5 ppmv (Bonazzola and Haynes, 2004). The regions of lowest temperatures are found over Indonesia, Philippines and the Bay of Bengal (Fig. 11a). In contrast to NH winter, a large number of dehydration points lie outside the region between 15\°N and 15\°S. Overall the region of dehydration points is shifted northward, with points lying as far north as 30\°N. This shift follows the seasonal shift of the ITCZ in NH summer. Since relatively high temperatures coincide with a large density of dehydration points over the Bay of Bengal, this region contributes a large fraction of the overall water vapour transport into the stratosphere. The West Pacific and the India/Indian Ocean region (60\°E to 120\°E) both contribute 36\% to the entire water vapour entry in ERA-40 (Fig. 11d). The geographical distribution of the water vapour entry suggests that the
Indian monsoon affects the water vapour transport into the stratosphere.

In E39/C (Fig. 12) the summertime temperature bias in the TTL is slightly less pronounced than in winter. The temperatures in the dehydration points and corresponding water vapour are much more variable than during winter and than in the reference calculation. Much too warm and wet dehydration points occur particularly at the edge of the tropics in both hemispheres but also above Africa and Central America. Individual warm and wet dehydration points also lie in the West Pacific that is entirely cold and dry in the reference. These warm and wet dehydration points contribute to a positive bias in overall water vapour entry into the stratosphere such that the positive water vapour bias in summer is larger than in winter (2.6 ppmv positive bias versus 1.7 ppmv positive bias in winter 1995–1996), although the average temperature bias is less pronounced. The contribution from the Indian monsoon is not reproduced and the maximum density of points lies too far east over the Pacific. Accordingly the contribution from the Indian/Indian Ocean sector is too low (17% compared to 36% in the reference). The contribution from Africa (17%) is higher than in the reference.

In FUB-CMAM-CHEM (Fig. 13) the warm temperature bias of about 7 K is also present in summer, leading to a high mean water vapour mixing ratio of about 11 ppmv. But consistent with the reference calculations the region of lowest temperatures shifts north-westward and overall the distribution of dehydration points is fairly well reproduced with the lowest temperature minima and water vapour mixing ratios over the Arabian Sea, India and the Bay of Bengal. As in E39/C warm and wet dehydration points lie at the southern edge of the tropics and individual points are scattered throughout the tropics. The impact of the Indian monsoon is reproduced but is less pronounced than in the reference. Figure 13d shows that similar to the reference the region India/Indian Ocean contributes 36% to the entire stratospheric water vapour entry. But note that while in the reference virtually all water vapour transport in this sector takes place over India, in FUB-CMAM-CHEM some of the water vapour transport in this sector happens further south over the Southern Indian Ocean.

Overall the fields of water vapour carried through the dehydration points in both
CCMs appear to be more noisy than in the reference (panels b of Figs. 11–13). Otherwise important features of the geographical distribution of dehydration in summer (e.g. the importance of the Indian monsoon) are fairly well reproduced by FUB-CMAM-CHEM but not by E39/C.

3.5 Residence time

The periods that trajectories spend in the upper TTL (Θ=385–395 K) were derived from the trajectory calculations. Results of the neutral NH winter 1995–1996 and NH summer 1996 are presented. The results of the other years are similar.

Figures 14 and 15 show histograms of the probability density function (PDF) of the residence time in the upper TTL for NH winter 1995–1996 and for NH summer 1996 respectively. The top panel shows the results of the reference calculations. The results based on CCM data are shown in the second (E39/C) and third panel (FUB).

Figure 14 illustrates that on average the reference trajectories stay 1–2 days longer in the upper part of the TTL than the CCM trajectories in NH winter. However, the more important difference is the shape of the PDF. The majority of the reference trajectories reside 9–10 days in the upper TTL before they leave this layer. Only very little air masses pass through this layer in less than 5 days. In contrast, most CCM trajectories pass through this layer in only 1–3 days. This basic difference in the shape of the PDF is present in both, summer and winter. This has a crucial influence on the transport of short-lived chemical species through the TTL. In the CCMs more short lived compounds can reach the stratosphere chemically unaltered compared to the reference.

Results of kinematic trajectory calculations based on ERA-40 data (not shown) are similar to the results from the CCMs. This suggests that most of the difference between the reference and the CCM runs come from the use of vertical winds to drive the transport in the CCMs.

In NH summer the reference trajectories stay longer in the upper TTL than in NH winter (Fig. 15 compared to Fig. 14). This is expected from the seasonal variation of the BDC. This seasonal variation of ascent rates through the TTL is not reproduced by...
both CCMs, which show similar average residence times in summer and winter. The reason why there is no seasonal variability in the residence time of the CCM trajectories is not known and needs further investigations.

4 Conclusions

Lagrangian trajectory studies are now established tools for studying processes that regulate the transport of water from the troposphere into the stratosphere through the TTL. Here we have used this method to evaluate how well these processes are represented by two state of the art CCMs. In contrast to previous work diabatic trajectories driven by meteorological reanalysis data have been used to give the best representation of the processes in the real atmosphere. The results of these reference calculations agree reasonably well with studies based on kinematic trajectories (Fueglistaler et al., 2004; Bonazzola and Haynes, 2004) showing that the main conclusions of these papers are fairly robust and do not depend much on the method that is used to drive the vertical transport. In particular the notion that during neutral and La Niña years most dehydration takes place over the West Pacific and that this regions shifts toward the Central and East Pacific during El Niño is confirmed by our diabatic calculations.

For all years analyzed, both CCMs have a warm temperature bias of about 3 K (E39/C) and 7 K (FUB-CMAM-CHEM) compared to the reference calculations. Thus the overall water vapour entry into the stratosphere is too high. This seems to be a general feature of simulations with models of the ECHAM family, as is also shown in Eyring et al. (2006), and thus seems rather to be due to deficits in the physical parameterizations than to the differences in the spatial resolutions of the two CCMs.

In NH winter 1995–1996 (neutral ENSO phase) the mean mixing ratio over all trajectories in E39/C is 4.3 ppmv and in FUB-CMAM-CHEM 8.2 ppmv, compared to the reference calculation of 2.6 ppmv. The value from the reference run compares well with the observed values. But the geographical distribution of dehydration points is fairly well represented by both CCMs, particularly by FUB-CMAM-CHEM, while E39/C
shows somewhat more dehydration over Africa than the reference calculation.

During the El Niño winter (1997–1998) the shift of the dehydration region to the east is well reproduced in E39/C but in FUB-CMAM-CHEM the geographical distribution is too zonally symmetric and the strong dehydration in the Central and East Pacific is underestimated. Both CCMs show a higher density of dehydration points over Africa where temperatures are higher. This contributes to overall excessive water vapour transport into the stratosphere. The mean water vapour mixing ratio is 3.4 ppmv (E39/C) and 11 ppmv (FUB-CMAM-CHEM) compared to 2.5 ppmv in the reference.

During La Niña (NH winter 1998–1999) minimum temperatures and water vapour mixing ratios are lower than in the other years, resulting in average water vapour of 1.5 ppmv. This drop in temperature and water vapour is reproduced in E39/C but the geographical distribution of dehydration is not well reproduced. Overall the distribution is much too zonal and water vapour contributions from Africa are too high. The mean water vapour mixing ratio is 3.5 ppmv. In FUB-CMAM-CHEM the mean temperature and water vapour biases are similar as in the neutral winter. Nevertheless, the distribution of dehydration points and the westward shift of the maximum density are fairly well reproduced in this model. It should however be noted, that single El Niño and La Niña events were analyzed here and details of the simulated features for the different ENSO phases might differ from a mean ENSO signal.

In NH summer 1996 all trajectories reach higher temperature minima than in NH winter. Consequently, the amount of water vapour reaching the stratosphere is higher than in NH winter. The mean water vapour mixing ratios are 6.4 ppmv (E39/C) and 11.1 ppmv (FUB-CMAM-CHEM) compared to 3.8 ppmv in the reference calculations. The important features of the geographical distribution of dehydration (e.g. the importance of the Indian monsoon) are fairly well reproduced by FUB-CMAM-CHEM but not by E39/C.

The residence times in the upper TTL (Θ=385–395 K) were determined. It turns out that in contrast to the geographical distribution of dehydration, the residence times are very sensitive to the approach that is used for driving the vertical transport (heating...
rates versus vertical winds). Since diabatic trajectories, which are based on heating rates, best represent real atmospheric conditions (e.g., Wohltmann and Rex, 2007) but vertical transport is driven by vertical winds in the CCMs, significant differences between the PDF of the residence times exist between the reference calculation and the CCM results. In the reference, virtually all air masses remain 6 days or longer in the vertical range indicated above, while in the CCM based runs most air masses remain 3 days or less in this region. Also, the seasonal cycle of the residence time (with slower ascent and longer residence times in NH summer) is not reproduced by the CCMs. The same deficit applies to trajectory studies that were driven by meteorological reanalysis data but which were based on vertical winds.

Overall this study shows that, while known large temperature biases in the TTL often lead to unrealistic absolute values in the transport of water vapour into the stratosphere, many important features of the geographical distribution of dehydration and its variability with climate patterns are fairly well reproduced by the two CCMs chosen for this study. A good reproduction of these features and their variability are important prerequisites to assess the future evolution of stratospheric water vapour in a changing climate.
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Fig. 1. Schematic picture that illustrates the Lagrangian cold point concept. The Lagrangian cold point (green dot in the top panel) corresponds to the lowest temperature along an individual air mass trajectory and thus to the lowest water vapour value. It is located close to the cold point tropopause but due to the interaction between horizontal and vertical transport it does not exactly coincide with it. This figure shows the time series of temperature (middle) and water vapour (bottom) experienced along a trajectory. In addition, it demonstrates that, if one calculates backward trajectories (represented by the dotted curve in the top panel) the water vapour content of an air parcel won’t be affected by processes before the cold point.
Fig. 2. NH winter 1995–1996. The scatter plots (panel a and b) show the geographical distribution of the dehydration points for ERA-40. Color code in (a) shows the minimum temperatures experienced by the TS trajectories and in (b) the corresponding equilibrium water vapour mixing ratios. Panel (c) illustrates the fractional contribution to stratospheric water vapour from different geographical areas, expressed by percentage contribution per individual 10° x 5° grid boxes. Panel (d) shows longitudinal distribution of the water vapour entry, i.e. the value from (c) integrated over latitude (30° N–30° S) per 60° longitude.
Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2, for ECHAM4.L39(DLR)/CHEM.
Fig. 4. As in Fig. 2, for FUB-CMAM-CHEM.
Fig. 5. As in Fig. 2, for NH winter 1997–1998 (El Niño).
Fig. 6. As in Fig. 2, for ECHAM4.L39(DLR)/CHEM and NH winter 1997–1998 (El Niño).
Fig. 7. As in Fig. 2, for FUB-CMAM-CHEM and NH winter 1997–1998 (El Niño).
Fig. 8. As in Fig. 2, for NH winter 1998–1999 (La Niña).
Fig. 9. As in Fig. 2, for ECHAM4.L39(DLR)/CHEM and NH winter 1998–1999 (La Niña).
Fig. 10. As in Fig. 2, for FUB-CMAM-CHEM and NH winter 1998–1999 (La Niña).
Fig. 11. As in Fig. 2, for NH summer 1996.
Fig. 12. As in Fig. 2, for ECHAM4.L39(DLR)/CHEM and NH summer 1996.
Fig. 13. As in Fig. 2, for FUB-CMAM-CHEM and NH summer 1996.
Fig. 14. NH winter 1995–1996. Residence time for the TS trajectories in the upper part of the TTL for ERA-40 (top), ECHAM4.L39(DLR)/CHEM (middle) and FUB-CMAM-CHEM (bottom), respectively.
**Fig. 15.** As in Fig. 14, for NH summer 1996.